“These studies are the remarkable fruit of a wholly
unprecedented effort to locate, declassify, and
analyze many thousands of World War II-related
U.S. intelligence, military, law enforcement, and
diplomatic files that remained classified decades
beyond any legitimate need for secrecy.The studies make important contributions to our knowledge of the Holocaust and other ghastly Axis
crimes. Some of the disclosures set forth in these
pages, particularly those regarding the means by
which perpetrators of Nazi crimes against humanity were able evade justice and the extent of
Allied government contemporaneous awareness
of the Third Reich’s genocidal plans, are both
depressing and disturbing.”
—Eli Rosenbaum, Director, Department of Justice,
Office of Special Investigations

U.S. Intelligence and the Nazis
“This report reveals startling new secrets about the U.S. government’s ... use of Nazi war criminals after WWII. It couldn’t be more
timely.”
—Elizabeth Holtzman, former congresswoman from New York
and IWG Public Member

“Here several established scholars who are knowledgeable in this
special field demonstrate how the newly declassified records
either alter our understanding of major events during and after
World War II or add significant new information on aspects of the
Holocaust and related issues that badly needed further clarification.”
—Gerhard Weinberg, Professor Emeritus of History,
University of North Carolina, and
Chair of the IWG Historical Advisory Panel

“The historians involved...are all to be congratulated for meticulous scholarship and judicious assessments.There are new findings
in abundance for scholars and readers interested in the Second
World War, the Holocaust’s perpetrators and collaborators, and the
role of intelligence services....This book will do a great service by
opening new lines of inquiry into the history of the Holocaust and
by guiding researchers into the mass of new records now available.”
—Wesley K.Wark, Professor, Department of History,
University of Toronto, and Fellow, Munk Centre
for International Studies, University of Toronto

U.S. Intelligence and the Nazis discusses hundreds of the
8 million-plus documents released under the Nazi War
Crimes Disclosure Act by the CIA, FBI, NSA,Army, State
Department, and other U.S. agencies.This book contains
a great deal of new information about the world of intelligence, especially concerning the postwar use of war
criminals by U.S. intelligence organizations. It also sheds
new light on Holocaust issues, showing, for example, that
the Allies had knowledge of the genocide earlier than
historians previously believed. By using these newly
released documents to refine what was previously understood about World War II, the Holocaust, and intelligence
activities during and after the war, the authors demonstrate the historical, cultural, and moral importance of
the declassified information.
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